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Introduction

● StableHLO is a backward compatible ML compute opset.
● Developed as a portability layer between ML frameworks and ML 

compilers.
● Aiming for adoption by a wide variety of ML frameworks including 

TensorFlow, JAX and PyTorch, and ML compilers including XLA and IREE.



Scope of StableHLO
Artifacts that the StableHLO 

community produces, maintains 
and evolves

1. Operation set
2. C++ and Python bindings 

(through MLIR)
3. Serialization format
4. Conformance suite *

* Work in progress, ETA: H1 2023



Why StableHLO?
1. Reduced instruction set
2. Support in JAX, PyTorch and 

TensorFlow
3. Strong track record on the 

server, ongoing work on mobile
4. Open governance

There are related opsets in the 
community, e.g. MIL, ONNX, 

TFLite, TOSA.



Reduced instruction set



Support in ML frameworks

● StableHLO can be produced by JAX, TensorFlow and PyTorch.
● Strong internal alignment at Google on support for StableHLO as the plan 

of record.
● Ongoing work on using StableHLO on mobile: adding to the TFLite 

flatbuffer schema, producing in the TFLite converter.



Support in ML compilers

● Within the XLA compiler, HLO has been successfully used at Google scale 
both for training and inference for 5+ years.

● IREE is addressing some of the most important emerging ML use cases 
and supports StableHLO as one of its canonical inputs.





Relationship with related opsets

● There are related opsets in the community, e.g. MIL, ONNX, TFLite, TOSA.
● We want to learn and collaborate - there are a lot of good ideas out there, 

and we're looking to evolve StableHLO beyond what's there in HLO.
● On our side, we can offer production-grade support for lowering from JAX, 

PyTorch and TensorFlow.
● There is ongoing work on connecting StableHLO to many of these opsets.




